
Securing Critical Data with QKD Featuring
Maeva Ghonda & Toshiba CEO Taro
Shimada—Cybersecurity Awareness Month
Special

WASHINGTON, DC, UNITED STATES, October 28, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Quantum AI

Institute — the leading quantum computing conference™ producer — today announced the

premiere of its special global broadcast for Cybersecurity Awareness Month: Securing Critical

Data with Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) — A Game-Changing Cryptography Protocol. To

Novel Quantum Key

Distribution (QKD)

technologies could become

the cornerstone of this new

era of information security.”

Maeva Ghonda, Chair

access this global event online, please click here on

October 28, 2022 at 8:00 pm ET.

This exclusive interview by Maeva Ghonda will reveal new

revenue-generating ideas vis-à-vis near-term

commercialization of game-changing quantum

technologies from a world leader: Mr. Taro Shimada, Chief

Executive Officer of Toshiba Corporation (TOKYO: 6502).

This is a unique opportunity for senior leaders in business

and in government to discover new commercialization ideas that may be implemented now. 

“Novel QKD technologies could become the cornerstone of this new era of information security,”

said Maeva Ghonda, Chair. “Quantum-enabled technologies will profoundly impact commercial

and societal applications.”

Empowered by a vision to secure the world’s communications from threats posed by advances in

computing and mathematics, Toshiba announced the global launch of the company’s new QKD

business in October 2020. Toshiba’s QKD solutions offer a new class of secure communications

powered by quantum mechanics. The global giant aims to engage in roughly $3 billion of this

QKD market by 2030.

This year, Toshiba made history by allowing businesses in London to experience the benefits of

quantum secured communications for the first time, marking a notable moment in the United

Kingdom’s journey towards a quantum-enabled economy. Essentially, on April 26th, Toshiba

launched the trial of the world’s first commercial quantum secured metro network along with its

partner British Telecom (BT); and, EY became their first commercial customer. Leveraging QKD,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bit.ly/QuantumAIInstitute
https://bit.ly/MGhonda


this infrastructure will be able to connect customers across London for secure data

transmissions between multiple physical locations over standard fiber optic cables. This London

network is a major step towards building a national UK network for quantum secured

communications.

“The fact that we were actually able to send real customer data over QKD is a testimony that this

technology is available today and it’s applicable. It’s actually real technology that we can use in

real day business.” remarked Mr. Taro Shimada, Toshiba CEO. “Time is ticking if we don’t act right

now to secure encrypted keys for people with long-term value information.” 

Mr. Taro Shimada was appointed President and Chief Executive Officer of the Toshiba

Corporation this year, on March 1st. Prior to his current role, in April 2020, Mr. Shimada was

appointed Director and President of Toshiba Digital Solutions Corporation. In February 2020, Mr.

Shimada was appointed CEO of Toshiba Data Corporation. He has also held the important

position of Chief Digital Officer for Toshiba. Mr. Shimada joined the company in October 2018 as

Corporate Digital Business Officer. Prior to joining Toshiba, Mr. Shimada was Senior Executive

Operating Officer and Head of Digital Factory and Process and Drive at Siemens K.K.

About the Quantum AI Institute

The Quantum AI Institute, the leading quantum computing conference™ producer, is a premiere

global institute for quantum technology research. The Institute is a top producer of innovative

quantum computing research, programs and conferences, including: 

* CEO Summit on Quantum Computing

* Quantum Computing Climate Change Summit

* Quantum AI Sustainability Symposium

* Quantum Internet Summit

* Quantum Computing Innovation Summit

* Quantum Computing Healthcare Summit

* Executive Summit on Quantum Computing and Artificial Intelligence

These include quantum computing masterclasses, interview series, multimedia content as well

as various other unique quantum programs, such as the flagship Quantum Computing

Certificate Education Program for Workforce Development and the quantum computing

conferences previously licensed via limited non-exclusive distribution to the world’s largest

technical professional organization: the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).

The Quantum AI Institute Podcast hosted by Maeva Ghonda is the popular global program

featuring exclusive interview series with the innovators shaping the future of quantum

computing. The Institute’s podcast series has garnered a vibrant global audience in markets

worldwide, including in: the United States, China, Germany, the United Kingdom, Israel, France,

Finland, Australia, Denmark, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia,

Uzbekistan, Qatar, and many more. The podcast is available on all major platforms, including

Apple Podcasts.

https://apple.co/32HqiBa
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